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Driven to Succeed.

You have it. The drive, the vision. You’re going to 

climb the ladder and grab what’s at the top. Like 

Hemingway and others who lived boldly, you’re as 

creative as you are adventuresome. You set trends— 

you don’t follow them. No day is too long and no work 

too hard, because you know the stakes are high. 

Your dreams couldn’t be bigger. 

But your space? That’s a 

different story. It’s as small as 

your aspirations are big. A studio 

apartment that has to double as 

both office and home sweet home. 

The solution? Studio Essentials. A compact, high-

quality office and bed, combined in one gorgeous 

piece of furniture. On the narrow road to success  

it fits in easily, and helps smooth out the bumps  

along the way. 

Choose from numerous styles to complement 

your studio’s style and decor. Office desk by day, 

comfortable bed by night, a Studio Essentials  

murphy bed saves space, eliminates commute  

 time, and looks stunning, all at once. 



You’ve charted your course, now it’s just a matter 

of following the map. Maybe you’re a writer crafting 

the next best-seller. Or an MBA working your way up 

to CEO. An app developer close to making your first 

million with a game gamers can’t get enough of.  

Wherever you’re going, we can 

help you get there faster. A Studio 

Essentials murphy bed maximizes 

the one thing we all have in limited 

supply—time. With 168 hours in a 

week and dreams that could fill twice 

that number, you need to save time 

wherever you can. So forget about driving to an office.     

       Bring the office to your home, and enjoy the quick  

               switch from work day to relaxing night. 

       Bring the office to your home, and enjoy the quick  

               switch from work day to relaxing night. 

No Time to Waste. 



Developed in the earliest years of the 
20th century, the murphy bed is one 
of the cleverest and most enduring 
inventions of the last hundred years. By 
folding a bed vertically and enclosing it 
in a cabinet, extra floor space is created. 

Working from home is a growing trend 
that shows no sign of slowing. But not 
everyone has the space for a separate 
office area and bedroom. Enter Studio 
Essentials. By adding a floating desk 
to the traditional murphy bed, we’ve 
created a home office and comfortable 
sleep area that exist in the same square 
footage.

And that’s just the beginning. Studio 
Essentials murphy beds feature these 
popular and proven benefits: 

When closed, its ready to work. The 
locking mechanism securely locks the 
bed inside the cabinet and prevents the 
bed from being lowered incorrectly.

Our state-of-the-art piston lift 
mechanism is a favorite of many 
leading hotels and studio apartments. 
Computer-balanced and designed for 
daily use, it eliminates many moving 
parts and reduces the incidence of 
metal fatigue. The mechanism is 
completely contained within the cabinet 
and requires no adjusting. 

Because the unit is wall mounted, it 
lowers easily and prevents damage to 
your floor or holes in your carpet. 

Our panel bed design eliminates bi-fold 
doors often used in murphy beds that 
can block access to storage space. 

The sides come standard with wood 
veneer, which eliminates the splitting 
and warping that can sometimes occur 
with hardwood. If you prefer hardwood 
for your bed and side units, it is a 
custom option. 

Studio Essentials murphy beds ship 
unassembled, making them easy to get up 
narrow stairways and into tight spaces. 

Hello Murphy.

STEP 1  You worked hard today, surrounded by 

beautiful wood office furniture, with space to 

store all your office stuff as well as your clothes 

and personal items. Now it’s time to turn in. 

STEP 2  Simply unlatch the bed and begin to 

lower it. The smooth mechanism exudes quality 

and assures you of the safety and durability of a 

Studio Essentials murphy bed.

STEP 3  Because everything stays level, there’s 

no need to unhook your computer or remove a 

favorite coffee mug. Leave the papers for that 

project you’re in the middle of. 

STEP 4  Your ultra comfortable bed is ready. 

With everything set for action the next day, right 

underneath you. Sleep tight.

Piston Lift Mechanism
• State-of-the-art—powered by a gas cylinder with few moving parts. 
• Requires less space to use than any other lift mechanism.
• Attaches to the wall with no floor mounting. 
• Completely contained within the cabinet, and once set requires absolutely no adjustments.
• Locking mechanism prevents accidental bed lowering and locks the bed inside the cabinet when closed.
• Counter-balanced; designed for daily use. The piston is not subject to metal fatigue or catastrophic failure.
• Accommodates a standard 10" pillow top mattress.

Spring Lift Mechanism
• Consists of several individual coils, requiring less space compared to older spring-driven systems.
• Attaches to the wall with no floor mounting. 
• Compact self-contained spring chambers integrate into the cabinet; once properly installed, require no adjustment.
• Static force holds the bed in the up position.
• High carbon steel springs eliminate spring fatigue.
• Requires adding or eliminating springs to balance the unit for the weight of the mattress.
• Accommodates a standard 10” pillow top mattress.



ComfortWood Wall Bed Vertical
With Side Units
AS SHOWN:

Item Number: CWVF-237/50

Mattress Insert: Full 

Finish: Cherry with Dusky Glow Stain

Left Unit Center Unit   Right Unit Whole Unit 

CW-203/50 CWVF/50  CW-207/50 CWVF-237/50  

23” x 55”  59 1/2” x 85 1/2” 20” x 48” 103 3/4” x 85 1/2” 

Time to call it a day? Time to call it a night? Your call.



Briefcase closed. Bed ready. Sweet. 

ComfortWood Wall Bed Vertical
With Side Units
AS SHOWN:

Item Number: CWVQ/50

Mattress Insert: Queen 

Finish: Oak with Provincial Stain

Left Unit Center Unit Right Unit   

CW-11/50 CWVQ/50 CW-10/50

33” x 74” 64 1/2” x 90 3/4” 33” x 74”



Big dreams. Small space. Zero problem.

ComfortWood Wall Bed Horizontal
With Side Units
AS SHOWN:

Item Number: CWHF-1110/30

Mattress Insert: Full 

Finish: Cherry with Boston Stain

Left Unit Center Unit  Right Unit Whole Unit 

CW-11/30 CWHF/30  CW-10/30 CWHF-1110/30  

33” x 18 1/2”x 74”  66 1/8” x 88 5/8” 33” x 18 1/2”x 74” 105 1/2” x 74” 

 



Office or bedroom? Whatever your schedule requires. 

ComfortWood Wall Bed 2.0
With Desk And Side Units
AS SHOWN:

Item Number: CWVF2.0-264

Mattress Insert: Full 

Finish: Cherry with Luster Stain

Left Unit Center Unit  Right Unit  Whole Unit 

CW-206 CWVF2.0 CW-204 CWVF2.0-264

20” x 80” 85 3/4” x 65 1/8” 20” x 80”  105 1/8” x 88 5/8” 



Cozy bedroom or spacious office? It depends on the time of day.

ComfortWood Wall Bed 2.0
With Desk And Side Units
AS SHOWN:

Item Number: CWVF2.0-11/41 

Mattress Insert: Full 

Finish: Cherry with Dusky Glow Stain

Left Unit Center Unit   Right Unit Whole Unit 

CW-11/41 CWVF2.0  CW-11/41 CWVF2.0-11/41

33” x 74”  65 1/8” x 88 5/8” 33” x 74” 131 1/8” x 86 5/8” 



Living room, bedroom, office. The perfect trio.    

ComfortWood Wall Bed 2.0
With Desk
AS SHOWN:

Item Number: CWVF2.0

Mattress Insert: Full 

Wood: Maple with Dusky Glow Stain

Whole Unit:  65 1/8” x 88 5/8” 



This is one impressive office. Just not on Sunday mornings.

Serenity Wall Bed
AS SHOWN:

Item Number: 7190-FAS

Mattress Insert: Full 

Finish: Maple with Serenity Stain (0V1020-2)

Left Unit Center Unit   Right Unit Whole Unit 

20”x 80 7/8” 68 3/4” x 93 3/4” 20”x 80 7/8”  115 1/8” x 93 3/4”



Near a beach or near a bistro, a murphy bed fits your life. 

Burkeville Wall Bed
AS SHOWN:

Item Number: PW-BHT-258

Mattress Insert: Single 

Finish: Maple with Dusky Glow Stain

Left Unit Center Unit  Right Unit Whole Unit  

CW-208 PW-BHT CW-205 PW-BHT-258  

20”x 86” 78 7/8” x 46 1/8” 20”x 86” 118 1/8” x 86”



Hide your bed and make more room for friends. 

Space Saving Wall Bed
AS SHOWN:

Item Number: QSSMB

Mattress Insert: Queen

Finish: Brown Maple Wood with OCS-341 White 

Whole Unit: 66 3/4” x 58 3/4” 



Live daringly. Sleep peacefully.

Space Saving Wall Bed
AS SHOWN:

Item Number: FSSMB W/TV

Mattress Insert: Full

Finish: Brown Maple Wood with OCS-227 Rich Cherry

Whole Unit Size:  59 5/8” x 58 3/4” 

REPLACE WITH NEW UNIT COMING



Don’t settle for merely adding space. Add classic elegance, too.

Lincoln Wall Bed
AS SHOWN:

Item Number: LCWVF

Mattress Insert: Full

Finish: Cherry Wood with Boston Stain

Whole Unit Size: 58 5/8” x 85 5/8” 



Thomas Edison was notorious for working 

nineteen and a half hours a day and sleep-

ing in a chair the other four and a half. And 

while getting only four or five hours of sleep 

is undoubtedly not your regular routine, 

there are times when the work just won’t 

wait. A Studio Essentials murphy bed is the 

perfect solution. Eliminate the drive home 

and sleep well, resting in the fact that you’ve 

just eliminated the next day’s commute, too.

Too Late to Leave?

while getting only four or five hours of sleep 

is undoubtedly not your regular routine, your regular routine, your

there are times when the work just won’t 

wait. A Studio Essentials murphy bed is the 

perfect solution. Eliminate the drive home 

and sleep well, resting in the fact that you’ve and sleep well, resting in the fact that you’ve 

just eliminated the next day’s commute, too.



CW-9
95”h  x 33”w x18.5”d 

CW-203
55”h  x 23”w x18.5”d 

CW-10
74”h  x 33”w x 18.5”d 

CW-204
80”h  x 20”w x 18.5”d 

CW-11
74”h  x 33”w x 18.5”d 

CW-205
86”h  x 20”w x 18.5”d 

CW-12
55”h  x 23”w x 18.5”d 

CW-206
80”h  x 20”w x 18.5”d 

CW-14
55”h  x 33”w x 18.5”d 

CW-207
48”h  x 20”w x 18.5”d 

CW-15
55”h  x 33”w x 18.5”d 

CW-208
86”h  x 33”w x 18.5”d 

Side Units Complete the Suite. 



Whatever it is, there’s no time to waste, and you know it. 

Make things a little easier on yourself with a Studio Essentials 

combination office and bed.

Our murphy beds aren’t fussy. With clean lines and smooth 

operation, they get right down to business, just like you. 

Determine which model, then specify the wood, the finish, the 

hardware...choose what suits you from our extensive lineup, 

and our craftsmen will take it from there.

Who knows—by doubling up your space, maybe you’ll have 

the time it takes to write your happy ending. 

Write your own Story.
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